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The problems we have been considering lead into a problem higher
and deeper still. Behind the problems of social life lies the problem of
individual life.

I was reminded of this recently when I noticed confusions over what
constitutes ‘me’ and what is really ‘mine’. Followers of the ideas
associated with Henry George generally distinguish between private
property in the things people make and the idea of private property
in people, or in that which nature provides (land). More rarely
however do we pause to distinguish between what we are and what
nature has provided for each of us individually. Nature provides
each of us with the means by which we may become a ‘producer’ or
‘maker’ and in simple terms that comprises a human body and soul.
The human body, sometimes referred to as the ‘outer instrument’ is
composed of various organs each uniquely equipped to operate in
ways that are conducive to the functioning of the whole body. The
soul, sometimes referred to as the ‘inner instrument’ is likewise
composed of various parts each uniquely equipped to enable the
individual to perceive, remember, evaluate, decide and act.
Recent studies of Plato have also been quite important for me in
understanding why Henry George would say ‘Behind the problems
of social life lies the problem of individual life.’ In considering justice
and injustice in his Laws Plato says:
When anger and fear, pleasure and pain, and jealousies and desire,
tyrannise over the soul, whether they do any harm or not - I call this
injustice.
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In the concluding chapter of Progress and Poverty Henry George
considered the ‘The Problem of Individual Life’ and began:
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In Greek history a tyrant is a cruel or oppressive usurper who,
ignoring the law, seizes absolute power in a state. Plato is however
here speaking of tyranny over the soul i.e. that which subtly governs
an individual rather than the government of a state.

An important injustice that concerned Henry George was that
associated with ignoring the natural law of rent and earnings. This law
naturally provides an abundant source of public revenue for the state
and enables individuals to receive, in full, what their own labour and
capital earn. The injustice may be seen as a failure to respect the true
nature of human society if part of its instrument (e.g. a functioning
class or group) is allowed to claim more than its proper due.

At an individual level injustice may be seen to arise in a similar
manner. If, for example on seeing one of these tyrants arising in the
soul I identify with it and claim it as my own, saying ‘I am angry,
fearful, pleased, pained, jealous, or desirous’ I make a mistake.
It may be seen as a failure to respect my true nature if part of my
instrument is allowed to lay claim to more than its proper due. In
extreme cases the mistake can be devastating but mostly it is just
misleading and something we all need to be wary of when we seek
to champion justice!

David Triggs
Chairman
Henry George Foundation

henrygeorgefoundation@
googlemail.com
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letter
from the
editor

There are many facets to the work of Henry George. He explained
the laws of economics with a clarity that has never been equalled.
Through this he brought to light the fundamental causes of poverty
amidst growing wealth. He demonstrated how this could be remedied through replacing all taxes on production with a tax on the
rentable value of land.
But George’s vision was wider and deeper than this. He was concerned with civilization as a whole and with the kind of life possible
for all when poverty is overcome and all people are free to develop
to their full potential. He saw with remarkable clarity that a society
may flourish only when founded in justice. He saw that economics
was ultimately an ethical science, and that a just society is possible
only when the majority care for justice above private advantage or
gain. The laws of economics may be seen clearly only through the
prism of justice, and an intuition of justice is natural to everyone.
If the understanding of the laws of economics is open to all, as part
of the natural understanding of society, as George claims, then the
modern reduction of economics to mathematical formulae and statistics only serves to obscure the real working of economics from
natural reason and observation. As represented in the media by
politicians and economic experts one might never guess that it was
everyday human life that was being discussed. For many ordinary
people economics and politics seems to have nothing to do with
them, and this endangers democracy. The modern world is moving
towards anonymous bureaucracy, as Hannah Arendt suggests in her
book The Human Condition. The tendency to reduce economics to
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mere mechanism dehumanizes the world and obscures the ethical
dimension that is the real ground of economics.

In this edition of Land&Liberty we have tried to widen the scope of
articles to embrace aspects of George’s thought which have tended
to be overlooked in recent decades. Too often his contribution to
economics gets restricted to the ‘single tax’ solution. Since this solution can be grasped only through understanding the laws of economics, and the meaning of the basic terms of land, labour and capital,
for most people talk of the ‘single tax’ or ‘LVT’ is largely meaningless
and serves only to obscure the real contribution of George to political economy.

So in this issue we have brought aspects of George’s thought into debate with articles on Thomas Paine, Darwin and Piketty. George himself challenged some of the most influential people of his time, most
notably the eminent social philosopher Herbert Spenser, showing
how the prevailing scientific and social ideas of his age were false
and harmful. It is part of our task, following on from George, to challenge some of the false scientific and social ideas of our own times,
which prevent the abolition of poverty.

*

Joseph Milne
editor@landandliberty.net
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THOMAS PAINE AND
AGRARIAN JUSTICE
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L. S. Andersen

This article is about the ideas of the eighteenth-century pamphleteer Thomas Paine who was
involved in two revolutions and whose ideas about taxation and property rights bear a significant resemblance to those of Henry George and other proponents of land value taxation.

THE DUAL REVOLUTIONARY
Had it not been for a constant lack of capital, Thomas Paine (17371809) would probably have carried out his bold idea, sketched, resketched and nurtured for many years, of building an iron bridge
strong enough to span one of the major rivers of America, Britain or
France. This pet project of his - an Enlightenment project to be sure
- could have become, had it been realised, a triumphant token of his
life and legacy and it would thus, to some degree, have made up for
the fact that no monument has posthumously been raised, neither in
Washington D.C. nor in Philadelphia, in honour of this free-thinking
friend of mankind whose eventful life spans both the American and
the French Revolutions and whose writings, written in plain English,
labour tirelessly to bridge the gap between high and low, rich and
poor.
Thomas Paine, the son of a corset-making Quaker, was definitely not
destined for anything like he actually achieved. In 1774, however,
at the age of 37, he embarked on his life’s adventure when he
substituted Philadelphia for London and - equipped with a letter of
recommendation from Benjamin Franklin - secured himself a job as
the managing editor of The Pennsylvania Journal. By that time, the
“family quarrel” between the colonies and the Crown over taxation
had already gathered significant momentum, and when the quarrel
became bloody in 1775, Paine quickly launched a journalistic
campaign in favour of American independence, culminating in
1776 with his immensely popular pamphlet Common Sense. One
important idea of this pamphlet was that independence should
result in North America becoming a free port to all trading nations:
“Our plan is commerce, and that, well attended to, will secure us the
peace and friendship of Europe”.

Paine, like Montesquieu one generation earlier, and like his nearcontemporaries David Hume and Adam Smith, celebrated the
progressive change that trade and commerce had brought to the
world and he rejoiced in the potentially revolutionary effects that
commercial society would have on the corrupt governments in
Europe and elsewhere. War and conquest was to be rendered
redundant by the reciprocal nature of international free trade,
and government should be no more than a check on our vices - a
necessary evil - leaving our wants to be satisfied by civil society. As
a natural egalitarian, Paine obviously regarded slavery as unnatural
and absurd. Free trade did not extend to persons who - as the
Declaration of Independence made clear - were endowed with
natural and inalienable rights. Paine was thus deeply disappointed
with the fact that The United States of America (a term he may have
coined) failed to abolish this praxis from its inception.
Eleven years later, in 1787, Paine went back to Europe, primarily
to raise funds for his iron bridge-project. Arriving two years before
the revolution (again), he found the French capital ripe with radical
ideas. Paine was of course grateful to the French monarchy for
having come to the aid of the Americans in the War of Independence,
but in spite of this he believed that the Ancien Regime was an
aberration of every sound principle of good government. When the
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revolution finally came in 1789, he was all for it. For a short while
he even served as a member of the National Convention where he
sat on a committee to draft a new constitution. This honour was no
doubt granted him on the grounds of his 1791 Rights of Man (part
1) which was a defence of the principles of the revolution of 1789,
written as a refutation of his former friend Edmund Burke’s very
critical Reflexions on the Revolution in France (1790), published in
November the previous year.
The drafted constitution, though, was quickly rejected as too
moderate by the Montagnards of the radical left who by then had
taken over the revolution from the more moderate Girondins. Louis
XVI was guillotined in January 1793 (Paine voted against it), and
Paine himself was imprisoned and almost killed during the Reign of
Terror. He was thus for the second time deeply disappointed with
his fellow revolutionaries. In America, he had sought to make the
revolution more radical with respect to slavery. In France, he had
sought to make the revolution more moderate and humane. In both
countries, though, Paine had argued passionately for the liberty
and equality of every man against any system of oppression and
privilege.

In the years after the revolution in France, however, the tensions
between liberty and equality began to preoccupy Paine in a way
that served to significantly qualify his confidence in the benefits of
commercial society - especially for the unpropertied poor.

PROPERTY AND POVERTY
In 1796, Paine wrote a short reform proposal, carrying the intent
of “meliorating the condition of man”, whose full title was Agrarian
Justice, or opposed to Agrarian Law, and to Agrarian Monopoly.
It was prefaced by an inscription directed to the legislature and
executive directory of the newly formed French republic, whose
constitution of 1795, according to Paine, was the best so far devised,
if one disregarded the fact that a grievous flaw had “slipped into
its principle”. The problem with the constitution was that it made
the right of suffrage relative to the ownership of property and,
furthermore, that it failed to properly distinguish between two
very different kinds of property. All individuals, Paine argues, have
“legitimate birthrights in a certain species of property”. The earth,
the air and the water all constitute the natural property with which
mankind was originally endowed by the Creator and to which every
man could equally claim a birthright. Artificial property, however, or
acquired property, was an invention of mankind which could not be
equally claimed or distributed since not everybody had contributed
in equal proportion to its production. The proper recognition of this
distinction between natural and artificial property was for Paine
the only way to avoid the Scylla and Charybdis of agrarian law and
agrarian monopoly.
The system of agrarian monopoly was Paine’s descriptive term
for the existing property regime in France as well as in Britain
and America. It was a system to which Paine attributed both the
immense affluence and the abject poverty that he saw around him.
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On the first page he writes:

“On the one side, the spectator is dazzled by splendid appearances; on
the other, he is shocked by extremes of wretchedness; both of which he
has erected. The most affluent and the most miserable of the human
race are to be found in the countries that are called civilized” (Paine
1995 p. 416).4

This paradox of progress which the system of landed monopoly had
produced was the problem to which his reform proposal addressed
itself and the key issue for Paine was to find a remedy that
ameliorated the conditions of man while simultaneously preserving
the benefits of private property. The cultivation of the earth, which
landed monopoly made possible, was one of the “greatest natural
improvements ever made by human invention”, according to Paine,
but it had also left half the inhabitants of every nation unprovided
for and dispossessed of their “natural inheritance”.
Paine’s harsh judgement of this system of landed monopoly should
be read in its proper context. It is well worth remembering that
the governing ideology of the propertied elite in Paine’s time held
that the institution of landed monopoly automatically produced a
sufficient remedy for the unequal distribution of land. It is perhaps
Edward Gibbon who has expressed this view most clearly in a
digression on the difference between modern monarchies and
republican Rome in volume one of his Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire (1776). He writes:
“…it might perhaps be more conducive to the virtue, as well as
happiness, of mankind, if all possessed the necessaries, and none the
superfluities, of life. But in the present imperfect condition of society,
luxury, though it may proceed from vice or folly, seems to be the only
means that can correct the unequal distribution of property. The
diligent mechanic, and the skilful artist, who have obtained no share
in the division of the earth, receive a voluntary tax from the possessors
of land; and the latter are prompted, by a sense of interest, to improve
those estates, with whose product they may purchase additional
pleasures” (Gibbon 1994 p. 80).2

According to Gibbon, it was thus the luxury consumption of the
landed elite that kept the dispossessed provided for, being the only
possible correction to the unequal distribution of land. Edmund
Burke, in his Reflexions, expressed a similar view of the economic
necessity of an idle landed class. He writes:
“In every prosperous community something more is produced than
goes to the immediate support of the producer. This surplus forms
the income of the landed capitalist. It will be spent by a proprietor
who does not labour. But this idleness is itself the spring of labour; this
repose the spur to industry” (Burke 1993 p. 160).1
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Thomas Paine would have none of this. Already in his Rights of Man
(part 2), he scoffed at Burke’s pandering to the landed aristocracy,
disclosing their supposed usefulness for what he thought it was.
Burke’s conviction that the landed interest was the solid and stable
base of English society and that the House of Peers (i.e. House of
Lords) was the “great ground and pillar of security to the landed
interest” was subjected to heavy criticism by Paine, writing that
this “pillar” had been used in the narrow and self-serving interest,
contrary to the interest of the nation as a whole, to ward off taxes
and “throw the burden upon such articles of consumption by which
itself would be least affected”. Especially alarming to Paine was the
tax on the consumption of beer which fell disproportionally on the
poor who, contrary to many landlords, weren’t in possession of the
means to brew it themselves. Furthermore, in 1788 this tax alone
nearly equalled the revenue of the land-tax according to Paine, which
to him was an outrageous fact “not to be paralleled in the history of
revenues”. The economic usefulness and the beneficial nature of the
landed aristocracy was thus a complete and utter fallacy. As a class
they were of no use whatsoever to the society as a whole.

“The aristocracy are not the farmers who work the land, and raise the
produce, but are the mere consumers of rent; and when compared with
the active world, are the drones, the seraglio of males, who neither
collect the honey nor form the hive, but exist only for lazy enjoyment”
(Paine 1995 p. 279).4

In Agrarian Justice, however, it is not the laziness of the landowners
but the poverty of the dispossessed that form the crux of his
argument against agrarian monopoly. The problem with the existing
system of property rights is that it produces a form of poverty
which is more wretched and more severe than it would have been
in a state of nature. And according to Paine, the first principle of
civilisation should always be - and should already have been - that
“the condition of every person born into the world, after the state of
civilisation commences, ought not to be worse than if he had been
born before that period” (Paine 1995 p. 417).4
Paine’s notion of the state of nature connects him readily with
the tradition of natural law, and he shares the commonplace view
of natural jurists such as Samuel Pufendorf and John Locke that
the characteristics of the state of nature are well exemplified by
the Indians of North America. The system of private property is
unknown to the Indians and yet - although they may be poor - no
Indian, according to Paine, is subjected to the degree of wretchedness
experienced by the poor in the rich countries.

This latter view, though, that a certain kind of poverty is unique to
the civilized countries, is remarkably different from that of John
Locke as well as from that of Adam Smith. Locke contends, in his
Second Treatise, that “a king of a large territory there [in North
America], feeds, lodges, and is clad worse than a day-labourer in
England” (Locke. cp. II. §41).3 And along similar lines, Smith argues
in The Wealth of Nations (1776) that “the lowest and most despised
member of civilized society” enjoys a “superior affluence and
abundance” compared to “the most respected and active savage”
(Smith. bk. I. cp. I).5 To Paine, however, the life of an Indian was a
“continual holiday” compared to the poor of Europe whose situation
was therefore fundamentally unjust. In his mind, the propertied elite
rightly feared a revolution from below.
“The state of civilisation that has prevailed throughout Europe,
is as unjust in its principle, as it is horrid in its effects; and it is the
consciousness of this, and the apprehension that such a state cannot
continue (…), that makes the possessors of property dread every idea
of revolution” (Paine 1995 p. 428).4

In France, in the same year as Paine was writing, there had
actually been a minor, unsuccessful attempt to radically change
the monopolistic property regime and introduce a system of real
equality for all citizens in its place. As Paine was well aware, a plan
to overthrow the first republic by a so called “conspiracy of equals”
had been compromised and stopped in May of 1796. This had led
to the arrest (and subsequent execution) of its leader, Francois
Noël Babeuf, who for three years had been writing fiery pamphlets
under the name of Gracchus. This man Babeuf, as his nom de guerre
suggests, was a great admirer of the Roman brothers Tiberius and
Geius Gracchus, who as plebeian tribunes had tried (and failed)
to render the distribution of land more equal by campaigning for
a re-enactment of the old agrarian law on which the republic had
originally been founded. Something similar to this agrarian law
was what Babeuf had in mind for modern France. He saw himself
as continuing the radical reform-program of Robespierre who in
his eyes had presented the poor with a prospect of real equality
rather than the formal equality of the liberal bourgeois republic. As
soon as private property was subordinated to the needs of the poor
majority, they would cease to be the victims of a cruel regime run by
“economist-monopolist-barbarians”.
Thomas Paine, of course, was no sympathiser of Babeuf and
his conspiracy, but he understood very well why these sorts of
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ideas could find sympathetic followers. He writes: “The defect in
principle of the Constitution was the origin of Babeuf’s conspiracy.
He availed himself of the resentment caused by this flaw…” (Paine
1995 p. 412).4 The agrarian justice that Paine advocated was thus
very different from Babeuf’s modern version of agrarian law even
though it responded to the same feeling of resentment among the
victims and detractors of the existing regime of agrarian monopoly.
WHAT IS AGRARIAN JUSTICE THEN?
Society is to Paine a historical entity that has developed over
time. And Paine’s story of the progression of society is in broad
terms identical to the materialistic history from within natural
jurisprudence according to which
legal frameworks - especially
property rights - have developed
in stages connected to increasingly
complex ways of procuring
sustenance. The first stage - the
uncultivated state of nature - was a
period of primitive communism in
which every man according to Paine
was a “joint life-proprietor” with his
fellow men in all the gifts of nature.
Everyone had a right to occupy
the earth and would forever have
continued to enjoy this right had
the earth remained uncultivated.
It was only with the introduction
of human improvements - that is,
of agriculture - that this common
right to occupy the earth was
superseded by the right to possess
a particular piece of the earth in
perpetuity. In this process, Paine
argues:
“the common right of all became confounded into the cultivated
right of the individual”, essentially because of the “impossibility of
separating the improvement made by cultivation from the earth
itself” (Paine 1995 p. 418).4

Now, Paine does not find it desirable nor even possible to return
to anything like the primitive communism of the uncultivated
earth. This was the mistake made by supporters of agrarian law.
For one thing, there were simply too many people presently living
for the earth to be able to support their subsistence by its natural
produce alone. And secondly, it would be a profound injustice if
the already cultivated earth should become the joint property of
everyone, regardless of their contribution. For Paine, then, agrarian
justice means that the proprietor of a piece of cultivated land
owes a “ground-rent” to the community. The idea of this groundrent follows from his theoretical distinction between natural and
artificial property. Those dispossessed of their natural right to
the earth ought to be compensated by means of “subtracting from
property a portion equal in value to that of the natural inheritance
it has absorbed” (Paine 1995 p. 421).4

So far so good. In the practical implementation of these ideas,
however, Paine encounters some serious difficulties. The least
troublesome and most efficient way to collect this compensation
which is owed, is according to Paine to implement an inheritance
tax on both real and personal wealth, levied at 20% in the presence
of direct heirs. Without direct heirs, it should be increased in
proportion to the degree of kinship of the actual heirs. Furthermore,
the revenue thus raised should not be used to lower or abolish
any existing government taxes, because it should not fall into the
hands of government at all. Instead, Paine suggests that the revenue
should be used:
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“To create a National Fund, out of which there shall be paid to every
person, when arrived at the age of twenty-one years, the sum of
Fifteen Pounds sterling, as a compensation in part, for the loss of his
or her natural inheritance, by the introduction of the system of landed
property. AND ALSO, The sum of Ten Pounds per annum, during life,
to every person now living, of the age of fifty years, and to all others as
they shall arrive at that age” (Paine 1995 p. 419-20).4

Paine’s insistence on the creation of a fund to manage the revenue
did not result from any scepticism on his part about the competence
of government. It was a result of his view that society itself - not
government - had developed in such a way that did injustice to
the natural inheritance of all, and
therefore something distinct from
government and closer to society
- like a national fund - should be
responsible for its correction.
Furthermore, the inheritance tax
that Paine advises is proposed
by him as the least bad solution.
He is well aware that he has not
solved the puzzle, which underlay
the original injustice of private
property, of how to properly
distinguish in praxis between
natural property and artificial
property, i.e. between the value
of the land and the value of its
improvement.

This clearly bothered him. He
ended his reform proposal with
a series of add-on arguments
with which he - as I see it - tried
to disguise this failure. Firstly, he
appealed to the economic benefits
of alleviating poverty which, of course, is entirely reasonable, yet it
is also entirely beside the point he is making about agrarian justice.
Secondly, while referring to the fact that he had been forced to
confound landed property and personal property, he states that, in
fact, any rich person owes at least some of his wealth to society. The
wealth accumulated in excess of “what a man’s own hands produce”
is, according to Paine, derived from “living in society” (Paine 1995
p. 428).4
Obviously, this raises more questions than it answers. For instance:
Aren’t the economic benefits of living in society shared by everyone
in a way contrary to the benefits of exclusive ownership of land?
And doesn’t this actually blur the distinction between natural and
artificial property that he has laboured so hard to make clear?

Thomas Paine’s practical reform-program to implement agrarian
justice definitely seems inadequate in a way that his fundamental
theoretical insight doesn’t. In my humble opinion, Paine was right
to point out the essential difference between the land we share and
the artificial improvements we each individually make on that land.
The bridge between theory and practice, however, was something
he left for posterity to build.
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WHAT PIKETTY FORGOT...

Inequality of wealth is a matter of growing concern all over the
world today. Capital in the Twenty First Century by Professor
Thomas Piketty is an important contribution to the debate.
Piketty claims that with current economic theory the return on
capital to those who own it exceeds the general rate of economic
growth, thus increasing their share of total wealth. The process
can continue indefinitely until interrupted by a reaction of some
sort after which the process resumes.
In support of the claim he and his collaborators have collected a
mass of data from a wide variety of sources over a long time span.
The period covered is centred over the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, continuing up to 2010. It is accepted that the figures
have been adjusted to make them more homogenous over time
and across countries and there has been considerable debate
about various aspects of the supporting evidence. None of this
has been shown to invalidate the fundamental contention that
owners of capital will continue to grow relatively richer unless
there is a radical departure from present economic policies or a
disastrous period comparable to the time of the two world wars.
Piketty shows that the growth of inequality persisted for a
century up to 1910. It then declined for some sixty years and
began to increase again in the late 1970s as economic conditions
were liberalised with the free movement of capital and the belief
that self-regulating markets would correct all imbalances.

The solution to growing inequality offered by Piketty is to reach
a global agreement for capital to be taxed at progressive rates in
order to prevent the accumulation that appears to be otherwise
inevitable. However, he accepts that global agreement is unlikely
to be politically possible and emphasises that without such a
democratic development he cannot see any genuine alternative if
we are to regain control of capitalism.
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The challenge of the book is to uncover the aspects of natural
law which reveal the alternative. The starting point is to consider
what constitutes capital. Rather surprisingly, Piketty does not
devote much attention to the definition of capital. He simply

defines it as “the sum total of nonhuman assets that can be owned
and exchanged on some market”. He does exclude human capital,
to be understood as “an individual’s labour power, skills, training
and abilities”.
It is accepted that other definitions of capital exclude land and
natural resources but Piketty rejects this on the grounds that it
is too difficult to value the land or natural resources separately.
It is also recognized that some definitions of capital apply only
to wealth directly employed in the production process but this is
also rejected on the grounds that capital “has always played a dual
role, as both a store of value and a factor of production”. He then
writes that “to simplify the text”, the words capital and wealth
will be used interchangeably as if they are perfectly synonymous.
National wealth or capital is then defined as the sum total of land,
dwellings, commercial inventory, other buildings, machinery,
infrastructure, patents, bank accounts, mutual funds, bonds,
stocks, financial investments of all kinds, insurance policies,
pension funds, etc. less the total amount of financial liabilities
(debt). The overriding justification for describing this mass
consolidation as both wealth and by extension capital is that “it
can be traded on some market”. Piketty does not otherwise seek
to justify the definition except to remark that capital is not an
immutable concept.
This concept of capital is accepted by Piketty because it is now
so deeply ingrained in economic thinking, but is it justified?
The concept is that everything that has value is marketable. It is
a feature of the mechanistic view of economics that developed
following the idea of Newtonian physics that the Earth is a great
machine. Those who learn how to operate the machine can then
reduce a society which acts in the interest of the whole to one
based on ownership and efficient market trade. It is in this way
that land, the very foundation of economic life, becomes a source
of benefit to any private individual who can obtain ownership of
it. In the spirit of Thomas Piketty’s otherwise exhaustive enquiry,
there is need for a thorough examination of this concept of capital,
which Piketty equates with wealth.
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WEALTH
Wealth has its root in wellbeing. There is wellbeing when man
is given the ability to exercise the particular talents in work on
the freely given natural resources of the Earth to produce goods
and services for the benefit of both the individual and society as a
whole. This creates real wealth to satisfy the needs and desires of
all in a process of exchange. Markets are necessary for exchange
and money is used as a means of exchange and for recording
uncompleted exchanges. Nothing else can justifiably be called
wealth.
CAPITAL
Talents include the ability to conceive of and construct tools to
make work more productive. Tools range from the simplest hand
tools to a wide variety of sophisticated structures and include
commercial buildings, machinery, infrastructure and inventory,
as listed by Piketty. It is a particular form of wealth and the
distinction is simply that it is wealth to be used not for current
consumption but to assist work in the future to produce more
wealth for consumption then. Capital does not include land. Land,
in the widest sense of the term, exists without any form of human
work. It is the source of everything needed in order to work. It
exists before any wealth can be produced by work on its natural
resources. True capital is wealth used to produce more wealth.
Land exists before the production of wealth starts. Therefore land
is not wealth and cannot justifiably be called capital. It is only the
private appropriation of the rent that gives to land its value as
supposed capital. This claim can now be traded in the property
market which is governed by land values.

CAPITAL GROWTH
The treatment of land as capital is the starting point for the growth
of inequality. It is the opportunity to claim the rent of land that
explains the constant “capital” growth demonstrated by Thomas
Piketty. Further growth is made possible by investing surplus
rent receipts for a variety of purposes in the financial economy, all
of which then constitutes a further claim on real wealth including
real capital. The result is that the land owner can claim wealth
in the form of goods and services without providing any wealth
in exchange. These claims constitute a perpetual drain on wealth
which would otherwise be available for exchange between those
working in the productive economy.

The drain of wealth from the wealth producers is by the arbitrary
taxation of earnings. In the natural system, the rent of land, freely
negotiated and willingly given, is available to meet all government
costs and to meet the needs of all those who are unable to provide
for themselves. When rent is claimed by a private owner, these
costs have to be met instead by the taxation of earnings, an
unnatural additional burden on wealth producers. The private
receipt of rent on land with its consequent market value, together
with the opportunity to claim ownership of real capital is the
simple answer to Piketty’s enquiry. Piketty does recognise the
significance of land, but does not pursue it, on the grounds that it
is difficult to separate the value of land from the value of buildings
and other improvements. The fact is that professional surveyors
can reach agreement on the value of any plot of land whether or
not it has been developed.

LAND VALUE AS A COMPONENT OF “CAPITAL”
The value of agricultural land prior to 1910 constituted the
largest part of private capital as defined by Piketty. After the major
upheavals affecting the period up to about 1970, the proportion
of private capital represented by land began to recover and
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could now once again be the largest part of private capital. This
figure does not appear separately in Piketty’s analysis because
he does not consider it possible to separate its value from that
of the buildings on it and therefore refers only to “real estate”.
A further large proportion of private capital is now represented
by financial claims on buildings, machinery and infrastructure, as
mentioned above.

A major difference between the situations then and now is
that prior to 1910 the rent of land was received by a relatively
small number of hereditary landowners whereas the benefits
of land ownership are now spread very much more widely. This
may spread the claims on wealth more widely, but it does not
help those who just work to produce the real wealth to satisfy
the growing claims upon it. It clearly demonstrates why young
people are constantly advised to get a foot on the property ladder.
It is strange that this never seems to be identified as the root
cause of inequality. It is this private ownership of land which
underpins the unsustainable growth of private “capital” so clearly
demonstrated by Capital in the Twenty First Century.
RESTORING EQUALITY
The proposed tax on capital is not the solution because it attempts
to deal with a problem which need not have arisen. The real
problem is the current understanding of what constitutes capital,
which Piketty does not sufficiently question.

The correct way is to stop the growth of inequality at source by
restoring the rent of land to those who create it. The value of both
commercial and residential land is created by the presence and
work of society as a whole. It appears naturally as a surplus over
and above earnings. Land value is created by society working
together and belongs to society as a whole, not to an individual
owner.
The apparently inevitable increase in equity identified by Piketty
can be stopped by raising a government levy on the annual rental
value of land to replace the taxation of earnings. It is not an
additional tax and it does not interfere with security of tenure. It
is a payment of the natural surplus arising in addition to earnings,
as recompense to surrounding communities for the benefit that
private occupation of land confers on some and for that reason
removes from others. It has been considered many times by
politicians, advocated in several authoritative reports and has
widespread support.
BENEFITS OF A LEVY ON THE USE OF LAND
A levy on the annual value of land would:

i) Encourage access to land so that all may work to generate and
retain real wealth, including real capital, free of taxation.
ii) Prevent the continual unsustainable growth of so-called
capital, which is an accumulation of claims on wealth arising from
the unjustifiable appropriation of the rent of land.
iii) Ultimately restore economic freedom and justice to capitalism.
It cannot be denied that this proposal would meet considerable
resistance but it has the merit of solving at source the problem
of unsustainable “capital” accumulation which creates the
inequality shown so clearly by Thomas Piketty . The problem of
inequality needs urgent attention. In Progress and Poverty, Henry
George makes the prescient observation. “What has destroyed
every previous civilization has been the tendency to the unequal
distribution of wealth and power”.
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THE ETHICAL NATURE OF SOCIETY
At the beginning of Progress and Poverty Henry George quotes
Marcus Aurelius:

For nothing is so productive of elevation of mind as to be able to
examine methodically and truly every object which is presented to
thee in life, and always to look at things so as to see at the same
time what kind of universe this is, and what kind of use everything
performs in it, and what value everything has with reference to
the whole, and what with reference to man, who is a citizen of the
highest city, of which all other cities are like families.

This is a very apt quotation with which to introduce Progress and
Poverty. It is also highly significant that George should invoke
the great Stoic philosopher and exponent of Natural Law. In the
Meditations of Marcus Aurelius we have a rare record of practical
Stoic exercises. This passage gives a description of the Stoic
exercise called ‘judgement’, which is to see things as they are in
themselves and in relation to the whole universe, so that any
action taken may accord with the truth of things, with the proper
purpose of things, and for the good of mankind. For the Stoic
philosopher, the final test of any action is whether it is for the good
of mankind and therefore in accord with universal providence.
In Stoic philosophy only such actions are truly virtuous, free and
lead to human happiness.
Progress and Poverty may be seen as a similar intellectual
exercise, enabling us to move from right perception to right
judgement, and from right judgement to action for the common
good or justice, and from justice to the fulfilment of human nature
and happiness. This sequence may be called the ‘virtuous circle’
of economics since it moves from truth to goodness, or from the
intellectual to the ethical. Put very simply, it is perception, thought
and action ruled by justice, where we understand justice as action
in accordance with the truth of things.
Clearly this virtuous circle is for Henry George the most natural
thing, the proper use of our human faculties, and in conformity
with the true purpose of life. In speaking of the law of human
progress he writes:

The law of human progress, what is it but the moral law? Just as
social adjustments produce justice, just as they acknowledge the
equality of right between man and man, just as they insure to each
the perfect liberty which is bounded only by the equal liberty of
every other, must civilisation advance (Progress and Poverty, p.
526).

To assert that the law of human progress is a moral law is the
same as to say that only a just society can flourish, or that only the
just society may rightly be called a society. This clearly suggests
that ethics, or “the moral law” as George calls it, lies at the heart of
society and civilisation, and that a society is firstly and essentially
an ethical body.
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This is the view that the ancient philosophers such as Plato and
Aristotle held about the nature of society, as well as Cicero, the
Roman jurists and the medieval theologians. But it is certainly not
the current view, especially when it comes to the understanding
of economics. The prevailing way of understanding economics
through mathematical models and as mere mechanisms wholly
precludes any account of the ethical meaning of the production
and exchange of wealth. Many economists claim that the workings
of the market are morally neutral, and the modern methods of
analysis certainly support this view. With the current crisis there
appears to be an inevitable conflict between the model of socalled market forces and ethics, as though the market worked
entirely by itself without any human intervention.

This disconnection between the economic model and the ethical
sphere is characteristic of the thinking of our times, but its
roots go back to the reductive rationalism of the seventeenth
century which attempted to view the world and human society
as insensible mechanisms, as we see for example in the opening
pages of Hobbes’ Leviathan. A consequence of this mechanistic
stance was to relegate ethics to the sphere of the private individual,
despite the claims of universal human rights and equality. Indeed,
as Hannah Arendt observes in The Human Condition, it created
the private individual as distinct from the ‘citizen’ of former times.
This in turn has led to the prevailing culture of moral relativism,
where all ‘values’ are generally held to be culturally conditioned
and therefore without any basis in objective reality. These views
are defended in the name of freedom, on the grounds that nobody
or no institution has the right to impose its values on the morally
self-determining individual. The modern philosopher Isaiah
Berlin, for example, argued that all moral values are subjective
and have no universal ground in truth, and are in perpetual
conflict with one another simply as part of the human condition.
But what use is the claim of universal moral freedom in a world
where all moral values cancel each other out as merely relative
or private?
This disconnection between economics and ethics is crippling the
attempts of economists and governments to remedy the current
financial crisis as well as the ever widening gap between rich and
poor. The pursuit of wealth and the pursuit of virtue appear to be
at odds with one another.
Henry George’s claim that the law of progress is a moral law
cannot be easily grasped at this time, and we who study George
can easily forget that his primary concern is justice understood
as the natural order of society. Our modern inability to see the
ethical nature of things seems to be related to a fundamental
law of civilisation. If we look at the history of the understanding
of natural law from Plato to the present, and through all the
variations and changes in thinking over this long period of time,
one law that emerges clearly into light is that a society flourishes
to the degree that it is able to reflect upon its own real nature.
Whenever there has been a flowering of culture, it was always
accompanied by rich insights into the nature of society, into
human nature, and the place of these within the cosmos.
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GEORGE CONTRA DARWIN:
Human Nature and evolution
In Progress and Poverty, George refutes Darwin’s contention
that social improvements are physically transmitted through
the generations of mankind. Although Darwin was not aware
of DNA as such, he foresaw the discovery of such a mechanism,
which he called Pangenesis. Darwin argued that developments
evident in mankind, such as ethical codes and language, are
physically inherited through sexual selection in the same way
as morphological characteristics such as hair colour or athletic
ability.

George, on the contrary, showed that genetic inheritance is not
the primary vehicle of evolutionary improvement in man. While
physical adaptations have been passed on, developments of a
personal, social and intellectual nature have been lost. Human
history, namely the rise and fall of civilisations, is testament to
this. All we can do to understand the lives and thought of the great
civilisation of ancient Egypt, for example, is to deduce it from
what remains of their civilisation, the tombs and the writings. We
have to guess. Indeed, until the discovery of the Rosetta Stone, we
could not even decode their writing. Now, even though we can
decode some of their writings, much of the Egyptian meaning of
life is still incomprehensible to us.
Yet, despite these flaws in Darwin’s theory, many of the notions
that he popularised have become accepted as ‘true,’ especially the
notion that human life, practically speaking, is identical to animal
life: we are animals, just smarter. Perhaps this is why George, in
Social Problems, returns to rewrite the story of evolution and reevaluate human nature.

Darwin had said the difference between man and animals is
of ‘degree and not kind’. For him, the fact that his dog twitches
in its sleep is sufficient evidence to say that dogs have dreams
and therefore imaginations like ours. Our dreams, and our
imaginations, are only human versions of what a dog imagines or
dreams. A dog’s consciousness is roughly equivalent to a man’s.
Likewise, a dog barks, so a man’s language is simply a more
advanced version of barking. Darwin contends that as we have
better memories, we are able reckon more accurately from cause
to effect. These abilities are what gives rise to our ‘social instinct’.
Morality is a function of social instinct, which in itself is merely
a function of sexual selection. Our intellect is then the means by
which we procure advantage in the competition for the future of
our families and of our race. Just as the male peacock competes
for the attention of potential mates by displaying his plumage
and a female might signal her fertility through scents and calls,
humans compete against one another to attract sexual partners.
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The only difference is that for humans, endowed with social
instinct, competition occurs through displays of good manners
and conspicuous consumption, as much as through displays of
physical suitability.

Darwin was reluctantly aware that his theory of sexual selection
had massive ethical implications for the organisation of society.
But it was not a responsibility he seemed very keen on accepting.
He admitted only that ‘the advancement of mankind is a most
intricate problem’. He protested that he was a scientist, concerned
only with objectivity, not with ‘hopes and fears’.

There were several problems he seems unable to solve. Firstly, the
problem of the poor. If Darwin was right, the rich and successful
should succeed over the poor. However, he had to admit, that
there were, by sheer weight of numbers, far more of the poor than
the wealthy. He said that the poor should be discouraged from
marrying. Secondly, he also had to advocate a society where there
were no restrictions in the competition for wealth because this
had become the way that humans would decide on the future of
the race. There should therefore be nothing holding the strongest
back from securing their natural advantage. Thus, he advocated
an unregulated, laissez-faire, society where hereditary wealth
should be banned. This would mean that economic advantage
would not be inextricably linked to genetic inheritance. Yet
genetic inheritance should be passed on by the most successful.
Darwin cannot answer many questions which should have begun
to unravel his theory of sexual selection. Why do richer people
have fewer babies? Why does the concentration of wealth lead
to a narrowing of biological selection, while these people are
also the most influential? They have no offspring, yet their books
may change the course of history, their declarations of war
might destroy entire generations, or their discoveries might save
mankind from the most terrible of diseases.
Furthermore, Darwin recognised these ‘great men’ usually have
the benefit of inherited fortunes. If it were not for the inherited
wealth they would not be able to make discoveries or educate
people about things that are important for the whole species.
Darwin, would, of course, have to include himself among these
great men. Darwin himself eventually has to concede that he
hopes the victorious classes will become better people. But there
seems, based on his account of the realities of life, to be very little
reason for them to be so, especially if each generation has to fight
again for the wealth their fathers earned.
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We are left with a situation where a struggle for advantage, by
any means, social or economic, condemns the poor to failure and
death simply because they lack the advantage secured by the
healthy and wealthy; the so-called ‘war of all against all.’ Ethically
speaking, life becomes a race to the lowest common denominator.
Even if unpalatable, today this view of life (the ‘rat race’) is,
perhaps, accepted as common-sense reality.
For George both this misconception of man and its implications
create a society where ‘greed and lust’ are the guiding principles.
The difference between humans and animals should be distinct
and profound enough to invalidate the prevailing Darwinian
depiction of the nature of life. All life is intelligent and with man,
consciousness develops a new aspect: self-consciousness.
“In man, ...the intelligence which increases all through nature’s
rising scale passes at one bound into an intelligence so superior,
that the difference seems of kind rather than degree” (Social
Problems, Chapter 1).

Using Darwin’s own words, George formalises his opposition to
the idea that sexual selection might be the chief means of the
progress of humanity. He dismisses it as an ‘ethics of savagery’.

George is not known as an evolutionary scientist or a student
of human nature. Yet his conception of human nature arguably
informs all his work. Political economy was merely the means by
which he saw how our true human nature could realise its full
potential. Human nature is not an anomaly nor an insignificant
event in the whole history of life. It is what joins humanity to the
natural laws which govern the natural and human world.
George’s vision of evolution and human nature has much in
common with the vision Teilhard de Chardin has of evolution. He
joins George against Darwin’s materialist conception of human
nature and evolution. Teilhard provides us with a thorough
exposition of the methodology of the scientific investigation of
man which entirely supports George’s outline described in Social
Problems.

Teilhard argues that evolutionary theorists like Darwin have
been misled by an inadequate approach to the study of life. The
positivist conception of objectivity limits the phenomena which
can be admitted to the realm of scientific observation. Positivist
science, as popularised by naturalists like Darwin, excludes
precisely the phenomena which makes man unique and yet
linked to the rest of nature.
“In the eyes of the physicist, nothing exists legitimately, at least up
to now, except the without of things. The same intellectual attitude
is still permissible in the bacteriologist studying the behaviour of
plants. It tends to become a gamble in the case of a biologist studying
the behaviour of insects or coelenterates. It seems merely futile with
regard to the vertebrates. Finally, it breaks down completely with
man, in whom the existence of a within can no longer be evaded,
because it is the object of a direct intuition and the substance of all
knowledge” (The Phenomenon of Man).

The phenomenon of reflection is the latest manifestation of the
evolutionary progress of life. Yet it is this dimension which has
been passed over by scientists. This dimension is the ‘inner face’
of matter. It is the animating intelligence or energy present in all
life. It becomes increasingly apparent in the higher levels of life.
With man it is finally unavoidable, as we are by nature aware of
this inner dimension within ourselves. Man is therefore unique
precisely because of his ability to self-consciously reflect.

Teilhard also replies to Darwin, as George did, in his own words.
Humans are paradigmatically different from animals because we
are reflective, self-conscious beings:
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“We are separated by a chasm – or a threshold – which [animals]
cannot cross. Because we are reflective we are not only different
but quite other. It is not merely a matter of change of degree, but of
change of nature, resulting of change in state.” (The Phenomenon
of Man).
For Teilhard, evolution is not only characterised by the slow
progression of natural selection but also by sudden changes
of states. While George only describes the step from animal
consciousness to self-consciousness which gives rise to the social
dimension, there have been other very important instances
where life on earth has suddenly achieved greater levels of
complexity. These transformations are analogous to others in
nature. Water, for example, when sufficiently heated, suddenly
turns from a liquid into a gas. Such paradigmatic changes have
occurred at specific points in the evolution of life, as when the
units of chemical life crossed a chasmic threshold of increased
complexity with the evolution of multicellular organisms from
life from bacteria; when the development of photosynthesis
enabled cells to create energy; or, when man evolved from apes.
With each new paradigm of life, with each threshold crossed, life
becomes more complex and more dependent on all other forms of
life. Each threshold is a revolutionary advance. For Teilhard these
levels of life form distinct layers around the earth: the layers of
organic innate matter ‘geosphere’; organic life ‘biosphere’, and
the social, thinking level of life, the ‘noosphere.’ Self-reflection
corresponds to the change in state George referred to which gives
birth to the ‘social dimension’. Each layer is increasingly vital,
both morphologically and psychically.

These changes of state are evident in the history and evolution of
mankind, not to any other species. In these changes, we see the
inner power of nature unleashed more radically than ever before.
As when Homo-sapiens man first settled into communities and
established the division of labour which led to the Neolithic
Revolution. This co-operation enabled a fantastic unleashing of
human creative power which gave birth to the first civilisations.
From then until now, all the developments of mankind have
been in the ‘social dimension’ and have not been recorded in any
biological improvements in man. They have been made evident in
the cultures he has created.
It is the phenomenon of reflection that makes humans different
from animals. Reflection makes possible the whole dimension of
thought: “‘another world’ is born of Abstraction, logic, reasoned
choice and invention, mathematics, art, the calculation of space
and time, anxieties and dreams of love – all these activities of
inner life” (The Phenomenon of Man). This is the realm of nature
that is uniquely human.

Thus George argued that human society should be organised
so that it ensured the cultivation of intellectual and moral
powers, increasing knowledge and widening thought, destroying
prejudice. Those who were able should devote themselves to the
uplifting of others, not acting on self-interest, but according to
“duty and sympathy” (Social Problems).

The social dimension is what makes us most human. This is why
George insists that the abolition of private monopolies of natural
resources and labour will not be enough to save our civilization
from destruction. Mere “fiscal reform” is not enough because
without proper understanding of what makes us human, all
reform will fall prey to exploitation by private interests. “I am
firmly convinced” writes George, “as I have already said, that to
effect any great social improvement, it is sympathy rather than
self-interest, the sense of duty rather than the desire for selfadvancement, that must be appealed to” (Social Problems Chapter
22).
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HGF news
HGF BRIEFING NOTES

FRIDAYS
During the summer and autumn the Friday afternoon and
evening meetings at Mandeville Place have continued to be the
main regular activity in London. At the afternoon Library Group
meetings, arranged by Tommas Graves, a variety of talks and
discussions have taken place among the small group of enthusiasts
who continue to attend. The evening
meetings arranged by Bart Dunlea have
enjoyed rather more support as the
group have continued to explore the
common ground underpinning both
Plato’s Laws (with Joseph Milne and
Richard Bolton) and the works of Henry
George (with David Triggs). The Friday
evening programme has also been
enlivened by larger meetings when Phil
Anderson provided further insights into
economic cycles with emphasis upon
their impacts upon stock market share
prices. When, in response to a question
at the end of his presentation he startled
many present by suggesting that they
could form the basis for an equitable
sharing of land rent, Phil agreed to a
return visit to clarify. On his return Phil
explained how the widespread evidence
of corruption in government and public
officials throughout the world and down
the ages persuaded him that neither
could not be trusted with such an important responsibility and
that the private sector free market should provide a better way
of sharing the rent. Following vigorous debate, few present were
convinced that Phil’s remedy would provide a viable antidote to
dishonesty in public or private affairs.
BOOKS
For some years since the closing of the Foundation’s Edinburgh
office in 2005 the Foundation’s stock of books was looked after
by HGF member Graham Blackbourne and sales made available
through The School of Economic Science’s branch in Edinburgh.
Changes in Graham’s accommodation arrangements this year
gave rise to a need to relocate the stock and Michael Learoyd
generously volunteered to organise a move to his home in London.
Michael has also organised a selection of books to be held at
Mandeville Place for sale during Foundation events.

OUTREACH
The schools poster competition based upon The Taxing Question
of Land film we co-sponsored marked a successful start of a new
outreach initiative. Some seventy five entries were received
from a number of schools from around the country. The winning
entry came from Harry Nash at Charterhouse School and the five
runners up prizes all went to members of Blackpool Sixth Form
College. Chairman, David Triggs, presented the prizes at the
respective schools and was encouraged by the enthusiasm shown
by staff and pupils alike for the scope such competitions provide
to get the Foundation’s message across. Plans are now being laid
to repeat the competition format in a manner that would engage
the interest of a broader range of students.
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The ‘Rethinking Economics’ movement that is taking place in
universities around the world provides another opportunity to
engage with a number of intelligent young people who will be the
decision makers of tomorrow. Several HGF members attended
the ‘Rethinking Economics’ held at University College London
over the weekend 28/29 June where we also
provided a book and pamphlet stall. Useful
contributions and contacts were made that
provide scope for further engagement.

At this year’s AGM/Open Day event in
September a number of members provided
an interesting array of presentations and
scope for discussion. One however is worthy
of special mention since it has led to a
significant new twist to the Foundation’s
programme for outreach. The day before
the AGM and out of the blue, David Triggs
received a telephone call from one Gareth
Whelan. Gareth said he was interested in
introducing people to the idea of collecting
of public revenue based on land value and
asked if HGF might be able to help in finding
a venue for suitable workshop. David invited
him to the next day’s event suggesting that
he would have the opportunity to learn more
about the Foundation and present his ideas to
those present. This led to an HGF sponsored
workshop at Mandeville Place attended by thirty or so people
interested in exploring ways in which our cause may be better
promoted. Participants were challenged to initiate further events
devoted to introducing the ‘land value/public revenue’ issue
to groups of people who had never heard about it before. Since
then several such events have taken place with promising results
but Gareth’s ambition extends for this process to be repeated by
persuading a small fraction of those that ‘get it’ when they come
to an ‘introduction’ to do likewise. Pyramid selling comes to mind
but ‘selling’ participants in this case receive nothing more than the
satisfaction of introducing people to a ‘good idea’. It is ‘inverted
pyramid giving’. After careful consideration the HGF Council of
Management have decided the approach is worth a try and have
agreed to contract Gareth to undertake work that includes not only
this aspect of outreach but also the Schools competition activities
and fund raising through contacts with small and medium sized
businesses that would stand to benefit from the changes in fiscal
policy we promote.
The Council have also approved funding for the publication of
a new book by Roy Douglas Why Land Matters Today that is
aimed at introducing our message to a new, young audience. The
finishing touches to the book are being made as this edition of
Land&Liberty is going to print.
From the above it will be apparent that following an extensive
period during which the Council has felt it prudent to limit
expenditure and garner financial resources circumstances are
now such that the Council is able and willing take advantage of
what they judge to be worthwhile opportunities to promote the
Foundation’s object.
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The ‘illusion of separation’ can therefore be understood as
a fall from grace, resulting in what Steve Taylor calls the ‘Ego
Explosion’. In understanding the fall, we are shown the path back
into what Hutchins describes as ‘participatory consciousness’,
an ecological consciousness in which “we perceive the aliveness
of the interrelating way of Nature, which in turn allows for a
sense of reverence for all of life.”

For me, the great insight from the concluding chapters is the way
in which the solution to the illusion of separation lies in the way
in which we attend to reality. Hutchins draws on the profound
insights of many before him like Owen Barfield, who had the
ambition of setting us free from our current ways of knowing the
world, the phenomenological philosophy of Husserl, Heidegger
and Merleau-Ponty, and also Goethe’s ‘active seeing’, a receptive
and phenomenological way of perceiving the aliveness of Nature,
leading to a more direct experience of love. This book also fully
embraces indigenous knowledge and Eastern spirituality.
The Illusion of Separation is a richly evocative journey which
teaches us how we can rediscover our humanity, and become
inspirational leaders and authentic co-creators.
THE ILLUSION OF SEPARATION: EXPLORING THE CAUSE OF
OUR CURRENT CRISIS BY GILES HUTCHINS
Reviewed by Simon Robinson
Floris Books, 2014
ISBN: 9781782501275
In Giles Hutchins’ new book, The Illusion of Separation, we are
taken on a deep walk back in time through the history of human
thought and consciousness, to find the roots of a worldview
that has instilled in us an artificial reality which imprisons us
in our minds. Then with equal clarity and vision we are shown a
pathway for the future.

Hutchins’ aim is to lead us into a mindful and participatory level
of awareness, opening up both our receptiveness to nature and
empathy to others. At the heart of The Illusion of Separation is the
thesis that rather than the Western paradigm being the grand
solution to all our problems - economic, social and ecological
- its very nature is actually fuelling the multiple crises we find
ourselves in. The way in which we frame our experiences leads
us to construct “logical boundaries to help our understanding,
and yet in the process we close ourselves off from truly making
sense. We create an illusion of separation that then deludes and
imprisons us.”

The book’s narrative is divided into three clear parts - firstly,
a look at the way in which we are currently living within the
illusion, secondly, the thinning of the veil, in which new ways of
relating to, and understanding reality are explored, and finally
in part three, a vision of a new way of embracing life, in which
we complete the journey of self-realisation, breaking the illusion
and repairing “our estranged relation with ourselves, each other
and Nature”.
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BOOKS WORTH READING
There are quite a few classic books worth reading apart from
the newly published one reviewed here. One brilliant book
every Georgist should read is The Great Transformation by
Karl Polanyi, first published in 1944. He traces the rise of the
market economy and how this has gradually destroyed natural
human communities and local economies. Of particular interest
is Chapter 6 “The Self-Regulating Market and the Fictitious
Commodities: Land, Labour, and Money”. His insights here
strongly support those of Henry George, yet describing the
conversion of land, labour, and money into ‘commodities’ shows
how the rise of the market changed all exchange relationships
into exploitation.

Another book really worth reading is The Origins of Political
Order by Francis Fukuyama, first published in 2011. This book
traces the development of our modern political institutions
from tribal societies to the emergence of modern China, India
and European nations up to the French revolution. He argues
that we are in peril of losing peace and stability through our
modern political indifference to how societies come into being.
He explodes a number of myths that have long distorted political
discussion. For example, that societies arose through the
gradual association of solitary individuals. He argues, contrary
to Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau and Marx, that communities always
preceded the rise of the individual. He also argues that religion
is a natural feature of society, and that there has never been a
society without religion. Religion, he argues, has always offered
a way of a society transcending its own limits and seeing itself in
the wider context of mankind as a whole, and that this facilitates
peaceful contact between different societies.
In the coming issues your two Land&Liberty editors will continue
to suggest books, old and new, worthy of your time and attention.
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closing thoughts

Edward J. Dodson

HOW DEEP IS THE LEVEL OF DISTRUST
IN GOVERNMENT JUSTIFIED?
Some of us living in countries with a history of limited government
and citizen participation in civic affairs are losing faith in our
institutions. Everywhere we look there is disrespect for the rule
of law and for the lawmakers charged with protecting the public
interest. We are left to inquire how this could have happened. Were
the flaws in our socio-political arrangements and institutions
always present, or have certain factions gained control over nearly
all that matters. The answer seems to be that both factors are at
play.

What an objective study of history reveals is the almost continuous
expansion of privilege in every society after the point where the
members decided to (or were forced to) settle in one place. At
that point decisions had to be made about how access to land and
natural resources would be allocated. These were lesser concerns
when groups migrated with the seasons in search of food supplies.
With settlement, the hunter-protector groups evolved into
warrior-aggressor elites with their own cultural norms.
Knowledge-bearers evolved into priest crafts, claiming an ability
to communicate with the gods. The rest of the people were charged
with producing the goods and providing the services demanded
by the two top groups in this hierarchical structure. Not many
generations came and went before those who ruled began to claim
they did so as the earthly delegate of a conscious creator.

There were few effective challenges to the new hierarchy,
although history is filled with the tales of peasant uprisings.
Philosophers, as far back as Socrates and Aristotle, questioned
these arrangements, but their insights only found influence when
rediscovered during the Renaissance centuries, the same period
during which money and markets began to dissolve the system
of mutual obligation characteristic of feudalism. A rentier elite
then acquired expanding political and economic power in every
society. Power and privilege for the few expanded, and these tools
were utilized in the establishment of a rule of law designed to
sanction and affirm claims of private property in what had once
been recognized as the commons.

Any who challenged the status quo were dealt with, one way
or another. Under such conditions, how could any thinking
person trust the intent or actions of those charged with societal
governance? And yet, many did, and many fought and died in
inter-societal warfare to defend the very hierarchical structure
that was the source of lives of poverty, misery, and abuse.
During the centuries of monarchy-driven nation-state building,
the hunger for more power and control over more territory
brought on numerous shocks to the system. Political and moral
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philosophers began to question the right to rule of those who
governed unjustly. Landed aristocracies began to demand and
fight for limits to monarchical power. By the seventeenth century,
propertied elites were for all practical purposes effectively in
control. Landed wealth expanded into the realms of commercial
agriculture, finance, insurance, shipping, manufacturing and the
law.

The peasants and urban workers trying to somehow survive under
conditions where they enjoyed little, if any, protections under law
had only one real hope – migration to those sparsely-settled parts
of the globe where access to land was still open to them. Ship
upon ship filled with passengers made their way to the Western
Hemisphere. Tentative settlements grew into villages, villages
into towns, and towns into cities. Here, for the first time in many
centuries, people enjoyed a temporary reprieve from the age-old
hierarchical regimes. However, rather than learning from their
own experiences and from history, within just a few generations
hierarchical power and privilege found new homes.
We who live in the United States of America celebrate the success
of the war for independence from British rule. We celebrate
the beginnings of this republic, the rule of law under a written
constitution, and the introduction of a government subject to
change by vote of a broad electorate. We acknowledge that all was
not right. Neither people of color, women nor the tribal peoples
who occupied this part of the Americas were included. A high
degree of religious freedom was embraced, but the struggle for
freedom from religion continues. As Thomas Jefferson warned,
as soon as the war for independence ended, the new system of
government would experience the stress of faction. To profit by
speculation in land, if possible, rather than producing goods or
providing services others needed and wanted, found its way into
the DNA of the new “American System”. We became a society in
which gaming the system was for a long period not even thought
of as an ethical dilemma.

Today in the United States, the myth of representative government
is revealed everyday. Corporate lobbyists and those with great
personal wealth dictate to our legislators the form of law,
regulation and public policies within which we must navigate our
lives. Political scientists use the term “disjointed incrementalism”
to describe this reality. What is clear to me is the distance we have
to travel before we can feel secure that the future will be more just
than the present or the past. Equally troubling is that too few of us
understand what is wrong and how we got to this point.
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...But

the remedy
can be nothing
less than What
the
oppresses
abolition
of
the masses
the wrong
is their

own
ignorance,
their own
shortsighted
selfishness.

”

“

Henry George,
Social Problems 1883
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those natural laws.
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